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This paper presents a case study of the effectiveness of debate class in

promoting speaking skills of advanced learners. The researcher adopted

English debate techniques in an English speaking class during four-week

teacher training program and investigated how teachers responded to the

new technique. Forty-five middle and high school teachers participated in

the study and classroom observation, pre-survey, post-survey, and focus

group interviews were used as the major research methods. The teacher

pre-survey results presented that teachers prefer a conversation class

where they can directly acquire proper sentence patterns and speaking

strategies rather than spend time in performing communicative events. The

results of the focus group interview and post-survey confirmed that a

debate class can meet this specific teachers' needs. Most teachers

responded positively to the debate classes since: 1) debate techniques are

relatively new ideas to Korean teachers; 2) debate techniques require speed

and accuracy in speech; thus teachers could learn to present their ideas

logically and efficiently in a limited time through repeated argument

exercises. The study result implies that debate technique can be an

effective vehicle in an EFL context to promote advanced learners' logical

thinking skills and logical English sentence structures.

[debate/fluency activities, 논쟁/유창성 활동]
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A common characteristic of current Communicative Language Teaching

(CLT) and Task-Based Teaching (TBT) is their indirect approach to language

learning (Brown, 2000). Instead of teaching directly the language use, both

methods focus on creating communicative events in the classroom such as role

playing, problem-solving tasks, or information-gap activities, hoping that

through participating in these events, students could develop fluency in the

target language. However, both CLT and TBT have sometimes been blamed for

their unsystematic approach and unspecified conversational skills that they aim

at promoting. Pica (1995) pointed out, for example, that although information

gap activities generate a great deal of talk and interaction, they do not specify

what language skills students are learning in the process. In other words, she

argued that interaction, no matter how active and engaging, may not necessarily

teach or help practice anything that counts at a particular developmental point

of language learning. Zoltan and Sarah (1994) presented the parallel view that

CLT has failed to specify the kind of language input and conversational skills

that should be focused on, even though it has offered detailed guidelines for

how to create genuine communicative situations in the language classroom. By

rebuking the idea that everyday conversation is random and unstructured, Zoltan

and Sarah (1994) insisted that conversation is a highly organized activity which

requires certain skills on the part of a speaker, such as how to take turns, how

to start and finish a conversation, or how to change the subject.

In contrast to the indirect approach of CLT and TBT, the direct approach to

language teaching involves more planning in the process of fluent conversation.

This approach intends to teach students how to handle conversations more

systematically using a knowledge of conventional expressions and an awareness

of conversational rules (e.g. openings, taking turns, interrupting, shifting topics,

etc.), along with the strategies to use those rules (e.g. message avoidance,

paraphrasing, approximation, asking for repetition, etc.) (Richards, 1990). Direct

approaches to learning English conversation emphasize systematic, conscious

attention to form, raising grammatical consciousness, and explicit practice of

target structures and strategies, hoping that through this training, students

could participate in deeper level of interactions (Lee 1999; Sayer, 2005; Williams,
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1995). For example, in their study on the effect of strategy training on

developing discussion skills, Lam and Wong (2000) noticed that training second

language leaners in the skilled use of interactional strategies (e.g. clarifying

oneself, seeking clarification, checking one's understanding of other people's

messages) by teaching the conventional English expressions used in those

interactions can enhance students' systematic group interactions. They found

that after strategic training, students were able to more actively ask questions

of other group members to clarify ambiguities during the discussion.

In fact, Brown (2000) included this strategic competence as one component of

communicative competence and emphasized that learners show know how to

manipulate language in order to achieve communicative goals (Brown 2000, p.

248, cited from J. Lee & H. Lee, 2002). From this point of view, the direct

teaching of conversation skills does not differ radically from the indirect

approach of CLT. Rather, it is regarded as an extension of CLT by 1) adding

more specific language input (conventional expressions), 2) increasing the level

of consciousness of learners in language use, and 3) sequencing communicative

tasks more systematically to bring the effect to the speakers and the listeners.

As an example of direct approach of teaching conversational skills, the

researcher will introduce, in this paper, debate technique and will examine how

this technique can help promote advanced learners' both accuracy and fluency in

English speaking.

Debate is a popular term in American high schools and colleges and has

been used to promote students' verbal skills as well as logical thinking skills in

their native language (Pleisch & Stewart, 1998). Debate is defined as a

discussion format in which two opposing teams make speeches to support their

arguments and disagree with those of the other team by following the logical

sequences, and finally one team is selected as a winner based on how

persuasive their debate was (Richards & Rickett, 1995). In order to win a

debate, students should know how to support their arguments with proper

reasons, how to rebuke the opponents' arguments with logical evidence, and
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how to synthesize the information and present it logically to an audience.

Debating requires a lot of listening and speaking skills in the medium of

language, and thus has been welcomed by school teachers as an effective

means to foster confidence in language use (Beltran & Lowrie, 2002; Stoke,

1971).

However, debate has been rarely used in EFL situations since it is believed

that debate is such a high level technique that non-native English speakers may

not handle well. However, there are several studies that show how effective the

use of debate is in developing the argumentation skills of EFL students in their

speaking and writing (Davidson, 1995; Krieger, 2005; Lachowski & Plautz, 1994;

Pleisch & Stewart, 1998). Although debate is quite a challenging technique to

many EFL learners, these studies show that through practicing debate

techniques as a means, rather than emphasizing the format and procedures of

the debate event, students can develop analytic thinking skills as well as

language skills and thus become more expressive in their conversation. Pleisch

and Stewart (1998) claimed that students could develop four specific English

skills through debate procedures: reading about a topic, developing arguments,

listening and summarizing other group members' opinions, and supporting ideas

with proper vocabulary. Through activities created to construct arguments and

to present them to a group, students develop not only academic language skills,

but also teamwork and cooperation, which create more interactions among group

members. Lee (1999) also pointed out that in second language learning debate is

a much more effective technique than free discussion in that it creates more

active and meaningful interaction among students with its goal-oriented task.

With reference to this literature on the advantages of debate techniques for

EFL learners, the researcher incorporated debate class in a four-week English

teacher training program for middle and high school teachers, and conducted

research on how English teachers responded to this class, and eventually how

effective debate class would be to EFL learners.
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1. Research Background

Every summer and winter vacations, SOME (Seoul Metropolitan Office of

Education) offers in-service English teacher training to about 4,500 middle and

high school English teachers in the Seoul area. Among them, about 1000

teachers are assigned to eight major universities (Report of Meeting for Middle

School Teacher Training, 2004). The researcher's university has also offered an

in-service English teacher training program for the last 20 years as a

designated training site by SOME. Following the guidelines provided by SOME,

most universities offer a similar English teacher training program which

consists of roughly 80% English conversation classes and 20% teaching

methodology classes. English conversation class is mostly taught through a

communicative language teaching method in which teachers learn English

speaking through role-play, games, or information gap activities (Kwon Oryang,

1997; Report of Meeting for Middle School Teacher Training, 2004).

In 2005 winter vacation, however, the researcher‘s school decided to reform

the previous English teacher training curriculum to accomodate diverse teachers'

needs and desires for specialized English courses. For the new program, the

school conducted a teacher pre-survey (see Appendix 1) before starting the

training to find out how many teachers had experienced the English training

before, and what they expected from the training. Information on the teachers

and the results of the pre-survey are summarized in the next section.

2. The Background of Subjects

Forty-five teachers attended the English teacher training program (17 male

teachers, 28 female teachers). While 25 teachers came from middle schools, 20

teachers came from high schools in Seoul and surrounding areas. The age

range of most teachers were in their thirties and forties (n=36, 80%) and nine

teachers (20%) belonged to fifties. Among those teachers, 41 teachers

participated in a pre-survey.

The teacher pre-survey occurred during the placement test (oral interview
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Rank Types of Previous Teacher Training
The Number of

Responses

1 Short Term English Training 27

2 Short Term Oversea English Training 22

3 Short Term Overnight Immersion English Training 7

4 Long Term Oversea English Training 1

5 No Experience of Teacher Training 1

Total 58

Level 0

N(%)

1

N(%)

2

N(%)

3

N(%)

4

N(%)

5

N(%)

6

N(%)

Total

N(%)

Number 1(2) 4(8) 1(2) 11(24) 13(29) 13(29) 2(4) 45(100.)

and essay writing). Table 1 is the summary of teachers' responses to their past

experiences of teacher training.

TABLE 1

Teachers' Previous Experience of Teacher Training

* Teachers could select more than one choice if they have multiple experiences.

Table 1 shows that the teachers had much more experience of training than

being expected. Most teachers (99%) had attended the teacher training before;

54% of teachers had also experienced oversea English teaching. This result

indicates that the teachers participating in this study are very experienced

teachers who know well about the teacher training program. As their experience

indicates, most teachers' English speaking level was quite high according to the

school's English proficiency index. Fifty eight percent (n=26) of teachers

belonged to level 4 or 5, and four percent (n=2) of teachers belonged to level 6,

the highest level. Only 13% (n=6) of teachers scored below level 2, as Table 2

shows:

TABLE 2

Teachers' Speaking Level (highest 6, lowest 0)

In spite of teachers' relatively high proficiency in speaking, teachers chose

“English conversation class” as the most beneficial course from their previous

training and chose “speaking skills” as one they mostly wished to improve and

to learn from our school's program, as Table 3 and 4 show:
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Rank Course Name The Number of Responses

1 Conversation Class 27

2 Teaching Methodology Class 10

3 English Culture 7

4 English Pronunciation 5

5 English Writing 3

TABLE 3

The Most Beneficial Course in the Past Teacher Training

TABLE 4

The Skill Teachers Wished to Improve

Rank Courses Name The Number of Responses

1 English Speaking 30

2 English Writing 9

3 English teaching methodology 8

4 English Culture 7

5 English Pronunciation 6

* Teachers could select more than one choice

* Listed up to 5th

However, in their responses to favorite activities in conversation class, the

teachers displayed a high preference for discussion, debate, or pronunciation

practice activities, mostly direct approach to language teaching, to

communicative activities such as role-play or problem-solving tasks as shown

in Table 5.

TABLE 5

Teachers' Favorite Activities for Conversation Class

Favorite Activities
Teachers' Responses

N(%)

Discussion or Debate 19(42)

Correcting Pronunciation 13(29)

Game

Role Play or Problem-Solving Tasks

9(21)

4(8)

Total 45(100)

The same pattern of teacher preference was also seen in the their responses

to the open question, “Things to improve in English Teacher Training.” Most of
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teachers expressed that teacher training should focus more on direct teaching of

appropriate vocabulary usage. English expressions, and correct sentence

structures. They also wished to have ample instructor feedback, as Table 6

shows.

TABLE 6

Things to Improve in Teacher Training Program

Acquire correct usage of vocabulary and English expressions 34

Receive more feedback from instructor 27

Acquire correct sentence structures 25

Spend more time on personal presentation 14

Introducing more game activity 9

Introducing more information gap activities 5

Introducing more role-play activity 3

Total 117

*Teachers could select more than one choice

The overall pre-survey results indicate that the teachers had a strong desire

to improve their speaking skills, but instead of working on the communicative

event, they wished to polish their speaking by receiving direct training on

proper vocabulary usage and sentence structures with ample feedback from the

instructors.

Faced with a huge demand from teachers for direct teaching of conversation

skills, the school reformulated the curriculum of the English conversation class

and created three specific sub-classes for speaking classes, one of which is the

English Debate Class. This paper will provide a brief summary of how we

presented the debate class to the teachers and how the teachers responded to

the new technique.

3. Research Procedures

1) Class Schedule

Teacher training was offered five days a week, for four weeks. The teachers

were divided into four classes according to their proficiency level and followed

the schedule in Table 7.
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Week Topic

1 Introduction to the debate

2 How to support arguments

3 How to refute the opponents' argument

4 How to judge the good debate

Time Mon-Thurs Fri.

9:00-10;20 English Writing Teaching Writing

10:30-11:50 Communication and Phonics Acting out

1:00-2:20 Conversation through Games Micro-Teaching

2:30-3:50 English Debate Public Presentation

TABLE 7

Teacher Training Schedule

As Table 7 shows, the English Debate class was offered for one and half

hours everyday (a total of 36 hours for four weeks), taught by a native English

speaking instructor. During the session, the researcher visited classes twice a

week to observe teachers' responses.

2) Class Procedure

Since most Korean teachers are rarely aware of English debate techniques,

the instructor tried to introduce the concept of ‘debate’ gradually in each week

accompanied by many fluency activities. The formal debate was performed

twice during the program and the rest of the class time was devoted to helping

students prepare the formal debate through diverse mini-debate and fluency

activities. The topics of each week were summarized in TABLE 8.

TABLE 8

Major Topic of Each Week

Each week, different types of fluency activities for practicing debate

techniques were introduced, and in order to motivate students, most activities

were introduced as game-based. A sample lesson plan and suggested fluency

activity of each week were summarized below.

(1) First Week: Introduction to Debate

Debate terms and structures (See Appendix 2) are usually taught in the first
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class to help students understand the meaning of debate. In the first class, the

instructor usually lectures students about the definitions of major terms and

shows the formal debate structures they are going to utilize. Once the students

acquired the debate structures, the instructor introduced diverse fluency

activities such as “Just a Minute” or “3-2-1 Ratio” everyday during the

warm-up time or when students seemed bored, in order to inspire students'

impromptu speaking. Students started to prepare for their first debate, which

was scheduled in the second week, by searching for issues to debate as

homework. The instructor taught what are the good issues for a debate and

tried to utilize the students' resolutions, which were submitted as homework, for

classroom activities for the rest of the four weeks. The following is a sample

lesson plan and a fluency activity used in the first week.

<Sample Lesson Plan of First Week>

① Number of Students: 12 students per class

② Objectives

-Students learn basic debate terms and format.

-Students learn expressions of opinions and reasons.

-Students learn how to provide reasons for their resolution.

③ Procedure

l Warm-up: The teacher asks students what the debate is (brainstorming).

l Teacher Delivery

a. The teacher lectures on the debate terms and debate format.

b. The teacher teaches language source to express opinions and

reasons.

e.g. I think/believe that ............. Because/since.............

c. The teacher lectures on what are the strong reasons and weak

reasons for the argument.

l Student Activity (Pair activity)

a. Students practice choosing strong reasons through multiple-choice

exercises.

e.g.

Middle school students should be allowed to wear what

they want at school because__________
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-School uniform discourages individualism.

-Most western countries do it.

-School uniform costs extra money to parents.

b. Students practice generating reasons for a given resolution in

pairs and compare their reasons with another pair and decide

whose reasons are stronger and why.

e.g.

- Military service should be mandatory for men AND women.

REASON:

- Love is more important than money.

REASON:

- It is better to buy music CDs than to download MP3s.

REASON:

l Homework

Ask students to write down a list of resolutions they can generate from

current social and cultural issues through searching newspapers and the

Internet.

<Suggested fluency activity during the 1st Week>

“Just a Minute”

This is a fun activity to promote fluency for students. Teachers can use this

activity in the beginning of the debate class to train students to produce

succinct sentences. First, divide the class into two teams and provide a topic to

each group that all members can talk about in three minutes. Taking turns, the

group members in each team should talk about the topic without stuttering or

pausing. If they happen to pause or stutter, any member of the opposing team

may interrupt and say “just a minute!” and then take over talking about that

same topic. The group that can spend the last second of a random time limit

(30 seconds, 3 minutes, etc.) will get the winning point.

(2) Second Week: Supporting Your Reasons

After students learned the debate structure and how to provide reasons for

their opinions, in the second week they learned in more detail how to support

their reasons with different research sources. Informal debates were practiced
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during the class and the first formal debate was performed at the end of the

second week. Students performed the first formal with the resolutions they had

prepared from the first week (e.g. gay-marriage should not/should be allowed.).

The instructor divided the whole class into two groups and had them debate

the issue according to the interactive debate model (see Appendix 2).

<Sample Lesson Plan of the 2nd Week>

① Number of Students: 12 students per class

② Objectives:

Students learn how to support their reasons with diverse resources.

③ Procedure

l Warm-up: The teacher begins the class with a fun practice activity which

helps the students generate reasons for opinions.

l Teacher Delivery: The teacher lectures about “how to support your

reasons” by using examples of common sense, statistics, and quoting expert

opinions.

l Student Activity: Group Work

Have the students practice making examples. They can develop these

from reasons they have come up with during the prior week.

<Suggested fluency activity during the 2nd week>

“3-2-1 Ratio”

Students break off into pairs and are given a topic. In the first round, one

partner speaks for three full minutes while the other partner listens. After three

minutes are up, the partner who listened previously gets the chance to speak

for three minutes. After both partners have had the chance to speak, everyone

breaks off into new pairs and repeats the procedure for two minutes and finally

for only one minute in round three. Students must rehash what they have said

in the previous round or rounds. Students have to say the most important

points of debate first or they won't have enough time to say them during the

final round. The purpose of this activity is to train students to prioritize what

they want to say and select the most solid rationales and points of view on

each topic.
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(3) Predicting and refuting the other team's arguments (3rd week)

After students learned how to support their own opinions, they learned how

to refute other opinions with logical structures during the third week. The

instructor taught students the major English expressions used for refuting in

the following sample lesson. Students kept working on the fluency activities

such as “Paraphrase and Counter.”

<Sample Lesson Plan of the 3rd Week>

① Number of Students: 12 students per class

② Objectives

- Students learn how to refute their opponents' arguments.

- Students acquire necessary English expressions for refuting.

③ Procedures

l Warm-up

Do argumentation exercise called “Paraphrase and Counter.”

l Teacher Delivery

Lecture about the four Step Rebuttal.

(Example)

STEP 1: “They say ............”

“The other team said that smoking is harmful for nonsmokers.”

STEP 2: “But I disagree ............” Or “That may be true, but ...........”

“That may be true, but I think that if nonsmokers want to avoid

cigarette smoke, they can walk away from it.”

STEP 3: “Because ............”

“Because nonsmokers should look out for their own health.”

STEP 4: “Therefore ............”

“Therefore it is not the responsibility of smokers to protect

nonsmokers.”

l Student Activities

a. Predicting the Other Team's Arguments

Each team brainstorms a list of strong reasons that their

opponents might use.

b. Writing Rebuttals

The students compose short rebuttals for the strongest three
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opposing team's arguments that they have predicted.

l Instructor Feedback

The instructor meets with each group and reviews their arguments

and rebuttals, challenging students to question their reasoning.

<Suggested fluency activity during the 3rd week>

“Paraphrase and Counter”

This discussion activity helps students in three important ways. First, it

helps students to learn control of the language needed to present a topic

effectively. Secondly, it allows team members to clarify their research findings

with their peers. Finally, it is a debate simulation activity that forces team

members to synthesize information and to respond quickly. Teachers should

introduce this activity using familiar topics and allow students a few practice

sessions to become accustomed to the debate format and strategy.

l Procedure:

① S1 in group 1 makes an argument.

② S2 in group 2 paraphrases this argument, checks for comprehension, and

then disagrees by stating a counter-argument to S3 in group 1. (Note:

Incorrect paraphrases require that S1 explain the point again.)

③ S3 in group 1 paraphrases S2 in group 2's argument and presents a

counter-argument to S4 in group 2. The pattern is repeated by circling back

to S1.

④ This rotation continues for two or three rounds or until all arguments have

been exhausted.

(4) Judging and final practice (the 4th week)

During the final week, students learned how to judge a good debate by

observing other team's debates. Through the observation of other group debates,

students learned to correct their own speech patterns and arguments. The

instructor divided the class into four groups (three members in each group) and

had two groups debate while the other groups watched on. Then the observers

filled out a judging form and chose the best group. On the last day, the

instructor divided the whole class into two groups and had them compete

against each other as final project. Students kept practicing their debating skills
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Stage
Write down and click the appropriate

parenthesis.

The Affirmative team's

Arguments

1. Summarize the Reason Here.

Is this reason clear? ( )/Is this reason

strong? ( )

2. Summarize the support here.

Is the support clear? ( )/Good example?

( )

Expert opinion/statistics? ( )

Negative Team's Rebuttal

They disagree because____________________

Therefore, ________________________________

Is this rebuttal clear? ( )

Did they use a strong because and therefore?

( )

through the suggested fluency activities, such as “Hot Seat.”

<Sample Lesson Plan of the 4th Week>

① Number of Students: 12 students per class

② Objectives: Students know how to judge other members'

argument process.

③ Procedures

l Warm-up: Argumentation exercise called “Argument and counter-

Argument.” (see Appendix 3)

l Teacher Delivery:

The instructor presents the criteria for judging students' each

argument and rebuttal in a form below:

l Student Activity: Judging Practice

a. To give the students practice in judging, the instructor performs

speeches of a mock debate (provide one strong argument and one

weak argument).

b. Students listen, fill in the form, and then compare results.

l Final Debate Practice

a. The instructor divides the whole class into four groups and have two
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groups judge the other two group's debate and filling in the judging

form. Students can consult with a partner for help with clarification

after each debate.

b. Students submit the judging forms, and the teacher adds up the

scores and announces the winners.

c. The teacher provides feedback on strong points and things to

work on.

<Suggested fluency Activity during the 4th week>

“Hot Seat”

‘The Hot Seat’ activity is conducted after the teams have decided on the

position they will take concerning the debate proposition and have worked on

their topic using ‘Paraphrase and Counter.’ As a final debate simulation activity,

‘The Hot Seat’ develops academic language skills, fosters peer collaboration, and

trains students to perform under pressure. ‘The Hot Seat’ encourages the

spontaneity required to participate effectively in the cross-examination section of

the debate event. Students practice formulating, as well as anticipating and

responding to, possible debate questions. They review their knowledge of the

topic and their arguments while practicing in a debate-like format.

l Procedure:

① Each debate team selects one of their members to sit in the 'hot seat'.

② Debate team members ask questions or present an argument to the

person in the 'hot seat', which they anticipate their opponents will use in the

debate. One can leave the ‘hot seat’ only after giving suitable responses.

According to the researcher's observation, teachers (students) seemed to

highly enjoy the debate class, since debate is a relatively new concept to most

Korean teachers and each activity focused on practicing the appropriate sentence

structures. The atmosphere of the classrooms had become more excited as week

went, and the researcher noticed that teachers had become more expressive and

logical when producing English sentences. Particularly, teachers' tendency of
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pause or stutter (e.g. “okay, um, well”) had been dramatically reduced after

practicing their sentence production through diverse fluency activities.

The result of post-course survey (see Appendix 4) which was administered

in the last week of the program also confirmed the researcher's observation.

According to the post-course survey, teachers showed a high preference to the

debate class due to its intensity and organized structures. The detailed teachers'

responses are summarized in the following Table 9.

TABLE 9

Teachers' Responses to Major Questions on Debate Class

Major Post-Survey Questions No Average N(%)
Yes

N(%)

-The class was interesting 6(14) 39(86)

-The class helped

improve my English

fluency and English

debate skills

5(11) 40(89)

-The class helped

expand my knowledge

on teaching

9(20) 36(80)

-My satisfaction with the

debate class (based on 5

scale)

Not Satisfied
Average

Satisfied
Satisfied

Extremely

Satisfied

1 2 3 4 5

5(11) 21(47) 19(42)

The debate class was selected as the second most beneficial class among

four English courses as Table 10 shows.

TABLE 10

Teachers' Selection of the Most Beneficial Class

Exploring Writing

N(%)

English Debate

N(%)

Communication and

phonics

N(%)

Conversation

through games

N(%)

17(38) 14(31) 8(18) 6(13)

In order to find further detailed teachers' responses to debate class, the

researcher conducted a focus group interview with twelve teachers (three

teachers from each of the four classes) on the last day of the school.
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Participants were selected on the volunteer-basis and the interview was held for

two hours in the staff room. Based on the post-survey results, teachers were

asked about their personal opinions about the debate class and what should be

improved in the future class.

The focused group interview revealed the several good points of debate class

which attracted Korean teachers. According to the group interview, most

teachers were positive to the debate class, since

l debate techniques are mostly new ideas to Korean teachers;

l debate techniques require speed and accuracy in speech, which inspired the

teachers' participation in the class and created the tension among teachers

during activities;

l teachers could refine their sentence structures through repeated argument

exercises and fluency activities;

l teachers could have a chance to reflect upon their speech styles by

recording their voices, comments from classmates, and watching other

debate;

l teachers could receive the instructor's frequent feedback about their debate

skills and English expressions used in each debate stage.

Below are some quotes from teachers' comments on the debate class.

“I've never taken a debate class before, so it was quite a new way of teaching.

I enjoyed it a lot since it is a new technique.”

“We quite enjoyed different fluency activities such as ‘Hot Seat’ or ‘Just a Minute’.

I could practice how to organize my speaking without making many pauses or slutter.”

“I think I learned a lot about how to express my ideas logically through this class. I was

not quite sure about the use of appropriate connecting words such as ‘I believe.........,

I agree with your point, but.......’ But this class taught me how to express my agreement

and disagreement politely and effectively.”

“I liked this class because it gave me chance to talk about different issues at a deeper

level and made me think a lot about issues in English.”

For future classes, the teachers suggested that more diverse, relevant topics
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to their lives be used in the debates, and that more language sources be

provided to support their knowledge of English structures through more class

reading time. While some teachers showed boredom at repeating arguments

about the same topic, most of the teachers who participated in the focus group

interview agreed that the preparation time for the debate over the weeks was

very helpful in refining their thinking process and speech patterns. The teachers

agreed that they had become a lot more expressive and their spoken English

had become more direct and succinct through practicing debate techniques

during the program.

In this article, debate class is suggested as an example of a direct teaching

method of conversation class which focuses on teaching speaking strategies and

logical structure to students. Although English debate is challenging to many

non-native English speakers because of its demand for sophisticated speaking

skills, this research has proven that debate can be a good technique to train

non-native students, especially advanced learners, how to prioritize what they

say in a logical structure. The research result indicates that the debate class

can provide advanced students with both accurate and automatic language skills

through diverse fluency activities utilizing debate techniques.

Teachers can adopt the fourth-week lesson plans and exemplar fluency

activities presented in this paper to suit their students' level and individual

classroom situation. Debate class can work more effectively if teachers keep in

mind the following rules when teaching each debate procedure;

l Include as many as possible student generated resolutions in class activities

to make the class relevant to the students;

l Ask students to research for sources for their arguments and resolutions

from the Internet and newspaper, so that they can have ample language

sources for their speech structures;

l Reduce time limits step by step in the subsequent debate exercises, so that

students can get used to the fast speech styles, but still provide the

argument with clear message;
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l Ask students to write the arguments with clear and simple English that can

be easily understood by peers. It is not a good idea to allow students to

write their arguments in English and to translate them in Korean;

l If students have no experience or are shaky in public speaking, the teacher

could devote an additional class before the debate to provide training in

essentials such as eye contact, pacing, pausing, and gesture.
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APPENDIX 1

Pre-Teacher Survey

안녕하세요. 저희 대학교 영어 프로그램에 참여 해 주셔서 대단히

감사드립니다. 여러분께 양질의 프로그램을 제공하고자 간단한 설문 조사를

시행 하오니 성심껏 대답해 주시면 더 좋은 프로그램을 만들도록 노력

하겠습니다.

1. 이번 연수는 어떻게 참여하시게 되었습니까?
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1) 자원해서 2) 학교에서 보내서 3) 학교에서 뽑혀서

2. 이전에 영어 연수를 받아 보셨습니까? 있다면 어떤 종류입니까?

1) 단기 영어 연수 2) 단기 체류 영어 연수 (국내 숙박겸용 연수)

3) 단기 해외 연수 4) 장기 해외 연수

5) 받은 적 없다

3. 본인이 받은 영어 연수 중 가장 도움이 되었던 수업은 어떤 것 이었습니까?

1) 영어 회화 수업 2) 영어 발음 수업 3) 영어 듣기 수업

4) 영어 읽기 수업 5) 영어 쓰기 수업 6) 영어 교수법 수업

7) 영어 문화에 대한 수업 8) 인터넷 영어 수업

9) 기타 __________________

4. 본인이 받았던 수업 중 어떤 수업이 가장 도움이 안 되었던 수업 입니까?

1) 영어 회화 수업 2) 영어 발음 수업 3) 영어 듣기 수업

4) 영어 읽기 수업 5) 영어 쓰기 수업 6) 영어 교수법 수업

7) 영어 문화에 대한 수업 8) 인터넷 영어 수업

9) 기타 __________________

5. 본인은 이번 연수에서 어떤 수업을 가장 받기를 원하십니까?

1) 영어 회화 수업 2) 영어 발음 수업 3) 영어 듣기 수업

4) 영어 읽기 수업 5) 영어 쓰기 수업 6) 영어 교수법 수업

7) 영어 문화에 대한 수업 8) 인터넷 영어 수업

9) 기타 __________________

6. 영어회화 수업에서 가장 받고 싶은 수업은 무엇입니까?

1) 게임을 통한 영어 말하기 수업

2) role-play나 problem-solving activities를 통한 말하기 수업

3) 토론이나 논쟁을 통한 말하기 수업

4) 발음교정을 중심으로 한 말하기 수업

7. 강사에게 수업 중 가장 바라고 싶은 활동은?

1) 재미있는 수업 진행

2) 그룹 활동 격려
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3) 학생 발화의 교정

4) 다양한 활동 제공

8. 기존 회화 수업에서 향상되어야 할 점에 표시해 주시기 바랍니다.

1) 알맞은 단어와 영어표현을 익히는 것

2) 개인적인 발표 시간을 더 많이 할애하는 것

3) 더 많은 게임 활동을 도입하는 것

4) 더 많은 정보 찾기 활동을 도입하는 것

5) 더 많은 역할 놀이 활동을 도입하는 것

6) 더 많은 강사의 교정이 주어지는 것

7) 정확한 영어 문장을 익히는 것

9. 본인이 받고 싶어 하는 이상적인 영어 수업에 대해서 의견이 있으시면

써 주시기 바랍니다.

APPENDIX 2

Debate Structure and Terms

1. Debate Structure

Debate structure can vary according to the formality. Teachers can reduce the

duration of the time or omit the number of arguments in each team depending

on their class size and classroom situations.

2. Example of Interactive Debate Structure

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ist Round

1. Affirmative team: argument 1

2. Negative team's rebuttal

3. Affirmative team's response to rebuttal and open discussion

----------------------------------------

2nd Round

1. Negative team: argument 1

2. Affirmative team's rebuttal
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3. Negative team's response to rebuttal and open discussion

-----------------------------------------

3rd Round

1. Affirmative team: argument 2

2. Negative team's rebuttal

3. Affirmative team's response to rebuttal and open discussion

-----------------------------------------

4th Round

1. Negative team: argument 2

2. Affirmative team's rebuttal

3. Negative team's response to rebuttal and open discussion

-----------------------------------------

5th Round

1. Affirmative team's closing comments

2. Negative team's closing comments

-----------------------------------------*

3. Definitions of Debate terms

1) Debate: a format in which two opposing teams make speeches to support

their arguments and disagree with those of the other team.

2) Resolution: the opinion about which two teams argue.

3) Affirmative team: agrees with the resolution.

4) Negative team: disagrees with the resolution.

5) Rebuttal: explains why one team disagrees with the other team.

6) Judges: decide the winner of the argument.

APPENDIX 3

Sample Fluency Activities

1. “The Devil's Advocate”

Seat the students in pairs, facing one another or back-to-back, in two rows

or concentric circles. Assign different resolutions to each pair and have students
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argue one side of a solution for two minutes. When students hear "SWITCH"

after two minutes, they will have two minutes to argue the opposite side of the

resolution. If students finish arguing for/against one resolution, they will then

move to the next chair and continue arguing the next resolution.

* Examples of Resolution

a. It is better to be single than married.

b. Women should stop working when they get married and have babies.

c. Women should not change their family name when they get married.

2. “Mini-Debate”

Divide the class into two main groups. Set up the desks in a ring with two

circles. The first group is in the middle of the ring and will move

counter-clockwise around the desks. The second group is the outer ring and

will move clockwise around the desks. At each table there is a debate topic.

Students in the middle will argue for the affirmative, while students on the

outside will argue for the negative. Each round, pairs of students have two

minutes to debate their topic. Then they must move to their next debate issue.

Teachers introduce important vocabulary for the debate during the activity.

* Sample debate topics:

a. The legal drinking age should be 14.

b. We should be allowed to smoke in school.

c. English should be a required subject in school.

d. The color of margarine should be white.

3. “Argument/Counter-Argument”

This is a pair speaking activity that prepares students for exchanges more

like actual discussions/arguments. The students first read a short passage on

some controversial topic, accompanied by a vocabulary exercise and

comprehension questions. Then the instructor prepares a four-to-five point

argument on the topic (either ‘pro’ or ‘con’). The students study the arguments

and select two or three main points and write counter-arguments to them as

homework. Once they complete this individual assignment, they will do it again

in class. Therefore, students apply the language that they have generated at

home to spontaneous, face-to-face exchanges.
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l Procedure

① Pair off students. One student will present arguments and the other will

counter those arguments. Later, they can switch roles. Students may not

read the arguments but may consult notes. One very simple but effective

technique to use is to have students put their notes underneath their chairs,

and review them only while standing up. When they are finished, they sit

down and resume their exchange. Clarification questions can also be asked

at any time during this activity. Set a time limit in which the exchange

should be completed (e.g., 3 minutes for an exchange of two arguments and

two counter-arguments).

② Rotate pairs and reduce the time limit until students can engage in this

exchange with increased fluency.

APPENDIX 4

Post Teacher Survey

안녕하세요. 지난 4주 동안 저희 프로그램에 열심히 참석해 주신 선생님께

감사드립니다. 더 좋은 프로그램을 만들고자 수업내용에 대한 선생님들의

의견을 요청 하오니 성실한 답변 부탁드립니다.

1. 수업 중에 사용한 교재나 수업 내용이 적절 했다.

1) 그렇지 않다 2) 보통이다 3) 그렇다

2. 교수님은 수업 준비를 철저하게 하셨으며 성실하게 수업을 진행했다.

1) 그렇지 않다 2) 보통이다 3) 그렇다

3. 강의가 흥미로웠다.

1) 그렇지 않다 2) 보통이다 3) 그렇다

4. 강의가 나의 영어 Fluency 실력과 영어 Debate skill을 향상 시키는데

도움을 주었다.

1) 그렇지 않다 2) 보통이다 3) 그렇다
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5. 강의가 Teaching Method에 대한 나의 지식을 넓히는데 도움이 됐다.

1) 그렇지 않다 2) 보통이다 3) 그렇다

6. 이 강의에 대한 나의 만족도는?

만족하지 않는다 보통이다 만족한다 매우 만족한다

1 2 3 4 5

7. 가장 유익했던 course을 하나만 선택 해 주십시오.

1) Exploring Writing 2) Conversation through Games

3) Communication and Phonics 4) English Debate

8. 앞으로 이 program을 다시 듣는다면 어떤 프로그램에 가장 많이 수업

시간을 할애하기를 원하십니까?

1) Exploring Writing 2) Conversation through Games

3) Communication and Phonics 4) English Debate

9. 저희 프로그램이 제공한 과목 외에 본인이 다시 연수를 받는다면 배우고

싶은 과목을 써 주시기 바랍니다.

예시 언어(Examples in): English

적용가능 언어(Applicable Languages): English

적용가능 수준(Applicable Levels): College
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